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Abstract- In accordance with the problem of the need for calculation formula of the straight wall flume 
flow in open channel by experiment, the method of thee boundary layer is proposed; Analysis with 
boundary layer displacement thickness is studied, and the energy equation, continuous equation and the 
theory and critical depth of flume flow coefficient, velocity coefficient is deduced using the boundary 
layer theory and the flow calculation formula is given; Through iterative algorithm, the flow can be 
calculated theoretically. With four different kinds of parameters in the U-shaped channel flume 
algorithm are verified, the results show that the theoretical calculation corresponds to the actual 
observation. Therefore, the boundary layer theory to calculate the flow of the flume is not only studied 
the amount of water problems in theory, simplifies the complicated test calibration, but also has 
important practical value. 
 
Index terms: Boundary layer theory; Open channel; Flow measurement; Flow calculation; 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
  
Water is the base of life, as well is essential foundation of resources. Water conservation, 
scientific water consumption is related to the long-term strategy of sustainable development of 
population, resources and environment. As the major water consumer, agricultural irrigation is 
adopted the open channel mostly[1] .The open channel section mainly contain trapezoid section, 
the evolution form of trapezoid section, rectangular section, U shaped section, parabola shaped 
cross-section, horseshoe shaped section and composite section[2]. 
The measurements of open channel flow have velocity-area method, gradient and hydraulic radius 
area method, hydraulic building method and dilution method. The velocity area method generally 
adopted in specific time and place of the temporary measuring; the gradient and hydraulic radius 
area method has high requirements of channel shape, it is impractical [3]; the dilution method 
generally used in mountain torrent and flood; the hydraulic structures method used in irrigation 
district, use the ad hoc amount weir, flume or gate, drop flow to achieve the measurement. The 
principle is that to establish the relationship between the flow rate and the measured water level in 
advance, which can be established according to the basic laws of physics, as well according to the 
experimental results, the empirical data of the flow level obtained. 
The basic approach of irrigation district is irrigation flow method and flow-measuring 
devices, which have been used for several hundred years, will also last into the future. However, 
the quantities of the flow-measuring devices use empirical formula, thus directly affect the scope 
and accuracy. In recent years, the long throated measuring trough, round wide top weir and sluice 
flow have been applied  boundary layer theory to calculate the relationship between water level 
and water flow[4-5], there's no need to rely on the laboratory rate and field calibration but to 
achieve satisfactory effect. Therefore, this paper with combination of U-shaped channel flow 
measurement, at the beginning adopted the boundary layer method to have the flume flow 
calculation formula, lay a foundation for irrigation automation flow measurement[6]. 
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II. DERIVED FLUME FLOW FORMULA 
A. U shaped channel straight flume size 
U shaped channel straight wall flume is proposed by Xi'an University of Technology, its layout is 
shown in figure 1. U-shaped channel straight flume is a narrow throat channel that 
be narrowed from original U-shaped cross section, throat length L=1.25B0, upstream and 
downstream of the transition section for elliptic curve, transition section length 0.7B0, the equation 
is 
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In the formula, b is the throat width; B0 is the width of the channel depth and diameter ratio 
H1/D=0.82, D is the diameter of the U shaped channel, and the B0 can be calculated using the 
following equation. 
 tan)(2)2/sin(2 10 THRB                  （2） 
)]2/cos(1[  RT                        （3） 
In (2), the R is U shaped channel radius; θ is central angle; T is height which from U shaped 
channel arc section and the upper part of the straight line segment tangent at a from the bottom of 
ditch; alpha to dip. 
 
Figure 1   U shaped channel straight wall flume body 
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B. Analysis of U channel straight wall flume stage-discharge relation theory 
a. Solving the flow coefficient with the energy equation and the critical depth theory 
Figure 2 is the U-shaped channel straight flume theory diagram, the bottom is a bow bottom, flow 
pattern is free outflow. According to minimum energy theorem, the general expression for the 
specific energy of the weir crest is 
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In the formula, h is the water depth; Q is the flow;   is kinetic energy correction factor; g is the 
acceleration of gravity; A is wetted cross-sectional area; 
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Figure 2  U-shaped channel straight wall flume diagram theory 
Relationship between the minimum specific energy of the weir crest and the wetted cross-sectional 
area can be derived from formula 4 as follows. 
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In the formula, the kA  can be derived from the geometric relations of figure 2 (b) as follows. 
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In the formula, kh  is the critical depth;   is a U-shaped channel straight wall flume throat 
contraction ratio[7], defined as 
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The critical water depth can be solved from formula (5) and (6) as follows. 
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The relationship between the critical water depth and the upstream water head is established. The 
energy equation is constructed from 1-1 section and k-k section in figure 2 as follows. 
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In (9),   is the velocity coefficient;   is the Local Loss Coefficient; H  is the upstream water 
depth. The upstream total head formula is as follows 
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In (10), 0H  is the upstream total head; the formula (10) into the formula (9) are as follows. 
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The flow formula can be deduced from formula (11) as follows 
                 )(2 0 kk hHgAQ                                (12) 
The formula (8) turn into the formula (11) are as follows 
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The formula (14) into the formula (8), the relationship between critical water depth and the total 
head of water are as follows. 
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The formula (6) and (15) into the formula (12) are as follows 
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The general weir flow formula is defined as follows 
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In the formula, m is the flow coefficient; the flow coefficient can be derived by comparing the 
formula (16) and the formula (17) are as follows 
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U-shaped channel flow in the flume can be calculated by put the formula (18) turn into the 
formula (17) when the velocity coefficient is known. 
U-shaped channel straight wall flume flow coefficient is derived by using the above the energy 
equation, continuity equation and critical depth theory, but the velocity coefficient is not sure, and 
the flow coefficient isn’t know, so flow coefficient must be decided by experimental 
calibration[8]. 
b. Calculation of flow rate using boundary layer theory 
a) Basic concepts of boundary layer theory 
Prandtl discovered the theory of boundary layer in 1904, over the past 100 years, this theory has 
been widely applied and developed in many engineering fields, prompting the development of the 
fluid mechanics[9]. 
The whole flow is divided into two areas to study by Prandtl, in solid layer of thin layer near the 
wall must be taken into account in the viscous effect and refer to this layer to the boundary layer; 
and thin layer (the boundary layer) on the outside of the region can be regarded as the ideal flow 
regions. The liquid flow scheme of viscous fluid motion is applied to a clear pattern, and 
confirmed by many experiments[10]. 
In recent decades, with the application of boundary layer theory, more and more attention has been 
paid to the problem of water conservancy project by using the boundary layer theory. International 
has the boundary layer theory is applied to the flow measuring flumes in an open channel flow 
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measurement. In China, the open channel flow measurement also began to applying boundary 
layer theory, and has obtained the very good effect in recently years. The advantage of boundary 
layer theory is that, as long as the geometric size of the flume is determined, the stage-discharge 
relation can be calculated directly[11-12]. Therefore, application of boundary layer theory has a 
important significance for open channel flow method, for the study of measuring flume flow 
measurement performance, calculation of energy losses in the flume, development of flume 
standardization. 
b) Flow formula expressed by boundary layer theory 
 As shown in Figure 3, the simplest round weir as an example, to analyze the flow characteristics 
of the weir flow. When the water runs through the top of the weir, the boundary layer near the top 
of the weir is formed due to the viscous effect. According to the boundary layer theory, the 
effective boundary of the moving fluid can be considered as the displacement of a distance from 
the solid boundary to the interior of the water flow, and the displacement thickness of the 
boundary layer is δ1. The cross section area of the water flow is composed of the water surface 
and the effective boundary layer, and it can be considered that the velocity of the flow in this area 
is evenly distributed. 
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 Figure 3 Using the boundary layer theory formula for flow diagram 
When using the boundary layer flow formula of theoretical derivation weir (flume), assume the 
following: (1) outside the boundary layer flow streamlines and crest parallel to and in the top of 
the weir under tour end to form a critical depth; (2) outside the boundary layer, the flow velocity is 
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uniform distribution; (3) compared with the depth of flow, boundary layer thickness is very small; 
(4) along the boundary layer does not exist in the pressure gradient[13]. 
On the basis of the weir crest, the free flow velocity outside of the boundary layer can be 
calculated by the Bernoulli Equation as follows. 
)(2 0 hHgU                                (19) 
In the formula, H0 is the total head top of the weir; h is the depth of the top of the weir. The 
displacement thickness of the boundary layer is determined by the following formula. 
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U
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In (20), the u is the velocity of the boundary layer corresponding to the height of the boundary; the 
δ1 is the displacement thickness of the boundary layer. The flow formula is expressed as the 
displacement thickness of the boundary layer. 
])2([ 1hbbhUQ                               (21) 
In (21), b is the width of the weir. For a given water depth, the discharge flow is the maximum 
flow condition that is the critical flow condition, formula (19) into the formula (21), the h 
differential and set to zero, get the following formula. 
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The following formula is derived from the above formula. 
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Omit the two derivative term, the above formula is as follows. 
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In (24), hk is the critical water depth; Formula deformation is as follows 
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3
1
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Flow formula of flume is derived by the formula (19),(22)and(24) turn into the formula (21) as 
follows. 
2/3
101
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(   HbgQ                        (26) 
Rewrite the above formula as follows. 
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Dimensionless energy loss coefficients are derived by comparing the formula (26) and (27) as 
follows. 
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In (28), L is the length of the weir crest. Formula (27) is the expression of the general flow of the 
long throat flume. The following formula can be derived from the addition of various coefficients 
into the flow formula.            
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In (29), Cu is weir in the shape of the cross section of the influence coefficient, according to 
different section form to calculate; VC  is the velocity coefficient, can use the following formula 
calculation. 
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c) Calculation of displacement thickness of boundary layerδ1 
In 1967, Harrison A J M studied on the displacement thickness of the boundary layer of the 
plate[14], the results are shown in figure 4. In order to verify the above theory, Harrison compared 
the data according to Smith and Bazin H, Woodburn J G, the Demarchi et al. results show that, the 
test value is the deviation between the theoretical value and is generally not more than 1%, the 
maximum deviation of 2.5%[15]. Therefore, for a given flow, the critical water depth is certain, 
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and the Reynolds number is unique, according to the relative roughness, can be found in Figure 4 
boundary layer displacement thickness δ1. 
For the calculation of the thickness of the boundary layer displacement, the British standard, in 
calibrating, δ1/L should be a constant. Laboratory clear water test, take δ1/L = 0.003; on the 
surface of the prototype building or other similar buildings, take δ1/L = 0.005. International 
standards, for a good surface fineness of the device, the δ1/L value is actually in the range of 0.002 
to 0.004. For example, 10
5
>L/Ks>4000，Re>2×105, you can assume that δ1/L = 0.003. Two 
criteria are stressed that the use of Figure 4 can make the calibration of more accurate. Because the 
δ1/L is not strictly determined by Re, therefore, the Re＝ /VL  can be approximated by a V＝
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Figure 4 Relation between relative boundary layer displacement thickness and Reynolds 
number 
When calculating the displacement thickness of the boundary layer δ1, it is necessary to calculate 
the δ1/L value by the figure 4. In order to use the computer to calibration the flow, the relation 
curve of Figure 4 can be used as the following processing, and the graphic method can be avoided. 
Generally used Ret＝3×10
5
, the literature [16] gives the calculation of as follows. 
 (1)When Re>Ret, in the turbulent boundary layer 
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   eL RL /72.1)/( 1                                  (32) 
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When (L/Ks)>3.0×10
4
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 (2)When Re<Ret, in the laminar boundary layer 
eRL /72.11                                   (36) 
In (36), it can also be calculated by the following formula. 
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In (37), kb  is the width of the water in the depth of the critical water. The Reynolds number is also 
calculated for the known water depth of the flume as follows. 
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c. Flow calculation formula of the U shaped channel straight flume  
a) The water depth is obtained through the known flow of flume 
U shaped channel straight flume is a long throated flume, can be derived using the theory of 
boundary layer flow formula[17]. The geometrical characteristics of the effective cross section of 
the bow flume are shown in Figure 5.The stage-discharge relation is as follows 
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Figure 5 the characteristics of the effective cross section of the Arch Flume 
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The sagitta outer of the boundary layer as follows. 
2
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Effective area of the wetted cross-section as follows. 
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Effective water surface width as follows. 
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The flow formula is using the displacement thickness of the boundary layer is as follows. 
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Upstream total head is as follows. 
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Derivation of shape coefficient is by put formula (46) into the formula (26) and compared with the 
formula(44) as follows. 
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The critical water depth in the above formula can be calculated by the following formula. 
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Then the flume head are as follows. 
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The water depth of the flume is. 
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In (50), 0A  is the cross-sectional area of the flume gauge, the calculation is shown in figure 6. The 
water depth is less than or equal to the U shaped channel tangential point height, cross section area 
is as follows. 
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In (51), i  is the arc of the water surface in the center angle, can be calculated using the following 
equation. 
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In (53), W is the width of the water surface. 
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Figure 6 calculation of water cross section area in the front of the near ditch 
When the water depth is larger than the height of tangent point
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In (54),   is the center angle corresponding tangent point of the U-shaped channel. 
The steps of calculation stage-discharge relation of U-shaped channel straight flume is as 
follows[17-18]. 
（1）Calculate the critical water depth using the formula (48) when assumed that the flow（Q） 
is known. 
（2）Using the formula (37) to calculate the Reynolds number； 
（3）Known flume length and roughness, Reynolds number is substituted into the formula (31) or 
formula (36) for the displacement thickness of the boundary layer, the smooth surface of the 
flume, and also desirable. 
（4）The calculation of the shape factor（ uC ） of the flume is based on the formula （47）； 
（5）To solve the upstream water head by the put factor（ uC ） into the formula (49)； 
（6）The upstream water depth of the flume is calculated using the formula (50) 
（7）The stage-discharge relation is plotted for the actual flow. 
b) Solving the flow by using the known water depth before the flume 
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If the water depth of the former is known, the boundary layer theory can be used to calculate the 
flow of the flume. The formula (22) is rewritten as 
            )( 1 AUQ                              (55) 
In (55), A is the cross section area of the throat of the flume, and the   is the wetted perimeter of 
the cross section[19]. For the bottom of the throat, the cross section area and wetted perimeter of 
the throat are as follows. 
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Put the formula (56), (57) and (19) into the formula (55) as follows 
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In (58), h is the water depth at the throat of the flume, and the C is calculated by the following 
formula. 
)1(arcsin
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45
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


 

 RRbRC
     
(59) 
The formula (58) to the derivative and make it 0, then 
                     
)2(33
2
1
0


b
C
Hhk                            (60) 
Put the formula (60) into the formula (58) are as follows. 
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Put the formula (50) into the formula (61) are as follows. 
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Using the above formula to Iterative calculate the flow of the flume with a water depth H. 
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III. VERIFICATION OF FLOW FORMULA 
 
To achieve the standard design of flow, U-shaped channel straight wall flume requires a unified 
formula. The empirical formula U shaped channel flow straight wall flume is calibrated by testing 
a long time ago. But the shrinkage ratio of these formulas is beyond the range of 0.648 to 0.5, 
which can not be applied. In open channel flow measurement, the general hope that the flume in 
free flow conditions, but due to flume characteristic of discharge and slope, roughness rate of 
downstream channel, when the channel slope rate is smaller, roughness is larger than, flume is 
prone to submerged flow, submerged flow makes it possible for the flume flow pattern becomes 
complex, measurement accuracy is reduced, the empirical formula cannot be applied. In order to 
overcome the limitations of the empirical formula, the U-shaped channel straight flume flow 
calculation formula have greater adaptability, this study intends to flow is calculated by using the 
boundary layer theory, to flow rate formula of verification are as follows. 
A  test 1 
AS known, the U-shaped channel diameter is 50cm, and the channel camber is 14 degrees, the U-
shaped channel straight flume flow measurement, flume throat width 25cm, shrinkage ratio is 0.5, 
throat length is 744 cm, Ks=0.0002m, using the boundary layer theory calculation flume water 
depth flow relationship and with the actual measurement value were compared. 
Method1: Calculated flow using the critical water depth and the boundary layer theory and 
measured flow are compared. The results are shown in table 2. 
Method2: Calculated flow by boundary layer theory for known water depth and measured flow are 
compared. The results are shown in table 2. 
Table 2  Flow results calculated by using the theory of critical depth and boundary layer 
Input Q 
（m3/s） 
hk(m) Re δ1（m） Cu H0(m) H(m) Test Q（
m3/s） 
error 
（％） formula 46 formula 35 formula 29 formula 45 formula 47 formula 48 
0.1364 0.3229 1142219 0.0028 0.9680 0.4886 0.4710 0.1316 -3.52 
0.1300 0.3130 1124067 0.0028 0.9660 0.4736 0.4548 0.1257 -3.30 
0.1200 0.2973 1094473 0.0027 0.9642 0.4496 0.4312 0.1165 -2.94 
0.1100 0.2812 1063185 0.0027 0.9621 0.4250 0.4070 0.1072 -2.56 
0.1000 0.2645 1029938 0.0027 0.9597 0.3996 0.3821 0.0978 -2.15 
0.0900 0.2473 994395 0.0027 0.9568 0.3733 0.3563 0.0885 -1.70 
0.0800 0.2295 956110 0.0027 0.9534 0.3461 0.3297 0.0790 -1.20 
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0.0700 0.2108 914486 0.0026 0.9492 0.3177 0.3019 0.0696 -0.63 
0.0600 0.1913 868684 0.0026 0.9438 0.2879 0.2727 0.0600 0.04 
0.0500 0.1707 817463 0.0025 0.9368 0.2563 0.2420 0.0504 0.83 
0.0400 0.1486 758865 0.0025 0.9272 0.2226 0.2091 0.0407 1.78 
0.0300 0.1245 689475 0.0024 0.9126 0.1859 0.1734 0.0309 2.87 
0.0250 0.1115 648821 0.0023 0.9020 0.1661 0.1540 0.0258 3.37 
0.0200 0.0976 602312 0.0022 0.8874 0.1448 0.1332 0.0207 3.68 
0.0150 0.0825 547236 0.0021 0.8657 0.1216 0.1106 0.0155 3.35 
0.0100 0.0655 478055 0.0018 0.8290 0.0957 0.0854 0.0101 0.66 
Table 3 Calculation of flow results by boundary layer theory for known water depth 
H（m） 
Re δ1（m） Calculation Q（m3/s） testQ（
m3/s） error(%) formula 36 formula 29or34 formula 60 
0.482 1129431 0.00278 0.1414 0.1364 3.53 
0.458 1103337 0.00277 0.1307 0.1271 2.72 
0.437 1074927 0.00275 0.1217 0.1186 2.52 
0.415 1026508 0.00274 0.1124 0.1099 2.17 
0.378 990154 0.00271 0.0976 0.0961 1.52 
0.352 970031 0.00268 0.0874 0.0868 0.60 
0.338 915400 0.00267 0.0820 0.0819 0.11 
0.301 861917 0.00262 0.0686 0.0694 -1.16 
0.267 831462 0.00258 0.0569 0.0580 -1.97 
0.248 791792 0.00255 0.0508 0.0524 -2.97 
0.225 756504 0.00250 0.0436 0.0451 -3.47 
0.205 720358 0.00246 0.0382 0.0395 -3.50 
0.186 659340 0.00241 0.0335 0.0340 -1.25 
0.156 582694 0.00231 0.0256 0.0260 -1.61 
0.122 525863 0.00215 0.0175 0.0178 -1.64 
0.099 418071 0.00200 0.0128 0.0128 -0.27 
B  test 2 
Known, the U-shaped channel diameter 40cm, the camber channels for 8 degrees, the U-shaped 
channel straight flume flow measurement, measuring flume throat width of 22cm, shrinkage ratio 
of 0.55, throat length was 59.5 cm, flume water depth discharge relationship calculated by 
boundary layer theory and with the measured value were compared. 
Method1: Calculated flow using the critical water depth and the boundary layer theory and 
measured flow are compared. The results are shown in table 4. 
Method2: Calculated flow by boundary layer theory for known water depth and measured flow are 
compared. The results are shown in table 5. 
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Table 4  Flow results calculated by using the theory of critical depth and boundary layer 
Input Q
（m3/s） 
hk(m) Re δ1（m） Cu H0(m) H(m) 
Test Q
（m3/s） 
error（
％） formula 
46 
formula 35 formula 29 formula 45 formula 47 formula 48 
0.0516 0.1883 695203.4 0.0020 0.9442 0.282 0.266 0.0522 1.20 
0.0461 0.1755 669569.5 0.0020 0.9400 0.263 0.247 0.0461 -0.07 
0.0351 0.1480 611349.8 0.0019 0.9285 0.221 0.206 0.0352 0.30 
0.0340 0.1452 605012.3 0.0019 0.9271 0.217 0.202 0.0342 0.50 
0.0137 0.0840 446714.3 0.0015 0.8715 0.123 0.111 0.0141 3.22 
0.0090 0.0662 388714.6 0.0012 0.8353 0.096 0.085 0.0092 1.64 
Table 5  Calculation of flow results by boundary layer theory for known water depth 
H（m） 
Re δ1（m） Calculation Q Test Q（m3/s
） 
Error 
(%) formula 36 formula 29or34 formula 60 
0.264 691564 0.00201 0.0511 0.0516 -0.95 
0.247 668910 0.00198 0.0462 0.0461 0.20 
0.205 610084 0.00188 0.0349 0.0351 -0.56 
0.202 604861 0.00187 0.0340 0.0340 -0.06 
0.109 444945 0.00145 0.0133 0.0137 -2.73 
0.084 390243 0.00121 0.0089 0.0090 -0.99 
C Test 3 
Known, the U-shaped channel diameter 40cm, the camber channels for 8 degrees, the U-shaped 
channel straight flume flow measurement, flume throat width 12cm, shrinkage ratio of 0.3, throat 
length was 59.5 cm, flume water depth discharge relationship calculated by boundary layer theory 
and with the actual measurement value were compared. 
Method1: Calculated flow using the critical water depth and the boundary layer theory and 
measured flow are compared. The results are shown in table 6. 
Method2: Calculated flow by boundary layer theory for known water depth and measured flow are 
compared. The results are shown in table 7. 
Table 6  Flow results calculated by using the theory of critical depth and boundary layer 
inputQ（
m3/s） 
hk(m) Re δ1（m） Cu H0(m) H(m) testQ（
m3/s） 
error
（％） formula 46 formula 35 formula 29 formula 45 formula 47 formula 48 
0.0482 0.2573 824588 0.0022 0.9888 0.3959 0.3902 0.0501 3.93 
0.0460 0.2497 812131 0.0021 0.9884 0.3841 0.3785 0.0476 3.55 
0.0412 0.2322 782837 0.0021 0.9875 0.3571 0.3518 0.0423 2.75 
0.0343 0.2057 736268 0.0021 0.9859 0.3162 0.3112 0.0349 1.74 
0.0309 0.1921 711123 0.0020 0.9849 0.2952 0.2904 0.0313 1.32 
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0.0281 0.1807 689335 0.0020 0.9839 0.2776 0.2729 0.0284 1.03 
0.0255 0.1694 666997 0.0020 0.9828 0.2601 0.2556 0.0257 0.79 
0.0230 0.1584 644550 0.0019 0.9816 0.2431 0.2387 0.0231 0.61 
0.0199 0.1439 613801 0.0019 0.9797 0.2207 0.2165 0.0200 0.45 
0.0170 0.1298 582191 0.0018 0.9774 0.1989 0.1949 0.0170 0.36 
0.0135 0.1120 539749 0.0017 0.9736 0.1713 0.1676 0.0135 0.29 
0.0128 0.1079 529606 0.0017 0.9726 0.1651 0.1614 0.0128 0.26 
0.0113 0.0999 509047 0.0016 0.9704 0.1527 0.1491 0.0114 0.17 
0.0103 0.0942 493809 0.0016 0.9685 0.1439 0.1403 0.0103 0.06 
0.0086 0.0838 464616 0.0015 0.9644 0.1277 0.1242 0.0086 -0.36 
Table 7 Calculation of flow results by boundary layer theory for known water depth 
H（m） 
Re δ1（m） Calculation Q 
testQ（m3/s） error(%) 
formula 36 formula 29or34 formula 60 
0.382 824723 0.00215 0.0465 0.0482 -3.47 
0.371 813020 0.00214 0.0446 0.0460 -3.18 
0.344 783255 0.00211 0.0399 0.0412 -3.38 
0.310 743552 0.00207 0.0341 0.0343 -0.56 
0.289 717251 0.00204 0.0306 0.0309 -0.97 
0.271 694712 0.00201 0.0278 0.0281 -1.24 
0.254 673074 0.00198 0.0253 0.0255 -0.87 
0.237 649346 0.00194 0.0227 0.0230 -1.41 
0.217 621929 0.00189 0.0199 0.0199 0.28 
0.195 589325 0.00183 0.0169 0.0170 -0.07 
0.168 547043 0.00174 0.0135 0.0135 0.24 
0.161 535847 0.00171 0.0127 0.0128 -0.29 
0.149 514719 0.00166 0.0113 0.0113 -0.50 
0.140 499870 0.00162 0.0103 0.0103 -0.18 
0.126 473023 0.00154 0.0087 0.0086 1.52 
D test4   
Known, the U-shaped channel with diameter of 20 cm, channel angle of 0 degrees, the U-shaped 
channel straight flume flow measurement, flume throat width 10cm, shrinkage ratio of 0.50, throat 
length of 25 cm, Ks=0.0002m, using the boundary layer theory calculation depth of flow 
measuring flume and and measured flux values, see Table 8 
Table 7 Calculated and measured data 
H（m） 
Re δ1（m） Calculation Q 
testQ（m3/s） error(%) 
formula 36 formula 34 formula 60 
0.1883 243449.5 0.00087 0.01427 0.01467 -2.82 
0.1713 232200.1 0.00089 0.01239 0.01268 -2.32 
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0.1573 222509.2 0.00091 0.01092 0.01116 -2.22 
0.1459 214294.7 0.00093 0.00976 0.00993 -1.69 
0.1345 205752.4 0.00095 0.00866 0.00883 -1.98 
0.1166 191572.4 0.00098 0.00702 0.00699 0.48 
0.1095 185648.2 0.00100 0.00641 0.00642 -0.11 
0.1052 181966.6 0.00101 0.00605 0.00609 -0.58 
0.0973 175000.8 0.00103 0.00534 0.00524 1.81 
0.0853 163854.4 0.00106 0.00417 0.00431 -3.37 
0.0392 111077.7 0.00129 0.00122 0.00124 -1.61 
It can be seen from the above experiment and calculation that the measured flow is basically 
consistent with the theoretical calculation of the boundary layer. The measured value and the 
calculated value of the error is not more than 5% of the international standard, so using the 
boundary layer theory calculation U-shaped channel straight paper.ect flume flow is completely 
feasible. 
Ⅳ. CONCLUSION 
 
For its good hydraulics performance, anti-seepage performance, antifreeze performance, sediment 
transport capacity, U-shaped channel isusually used as lateral canal, used for flow measurement 
flume is on-site calibration parameters commonly, it brings a large number of resistancefor the 
promotion of water quantity.Is proposed in this paper using the theory of boundary layer flow 
calculation formula is derived, through four different conditions (different diameter, different 
Angle without shrinkage ratio, throat length) of the measured and calculated, and the measured 
values and the calculated error can be controlled in 3.5%.The results show that the theoretical 
calculation formula can be instead of the rate constant parameters, never leave home can be 
designed according to the requirements of qualified water facilities, lay the foundation for the 
standardization of flume production. 
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